
The Wife I Picked Up Is Too Chapter Chapter 709 

Chapter 709: Scumbag 

Xia Qianxue burped and said, “Qingqing, I met a scumbag.” 

 

 

Feng Qing raised her eyebrows. “Scumbag? Where?” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue took a deep breath, and her face was filled with an enchanting aura. Then, she smiled self-

deprecatingly. “The scumbag is still in the hospital. Come and have a drink with me. When I’m satisfied, 

we’ll beat him up!” 

 

 

Feng Qing sat down beside her and looked at the empty wine bottles on the table as she listened to Xia 

Qianxue’s drunken words. She flipped her wrist and two white pills appeared in her hand. She threw one 

into her mouth and handed the other to Xia Qianxue. 

 

 

Xia Qianxue asked curiously, “What is this?” 

 

 

Feng Qing smiled and said, “Hangover medicine. Aren’t you going to beat someone up later? How are 

you going to do this when you’re drunk?” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue held a glass of wine in one hand and couldn’t help but lean towards Feng Qing. Under the 

light of the bar lamp, the woman was so charming that it was simply suffocating. Feng Qing felt that 

she’s about to become a lesbian because of the little mouth that was leaning over. 



 

 

Xia Qianxue looked at Feng Qing seductively with her peach blossom eyes. Her red lips were slightly 

parted as she waited to be fed by Feng Qing with a smile. Feng Qing could swear that for a moment just 

now, she really wanted to hug Xia Qianxue’s face and kiss her. 

 

 

Feng Qing couldn’t help but swallow her saliva as she stuffed the hangover medicine into Xia Qianxue’s 

pink lips. Xia Qianxue was simply a stunner in the world. It was no wonder that those men, regardless of 

age, were all tempted when they saw Xia Qianxue. Feng Qing couldn’t help but think of Xie Jiuhan, that 

cold and unruly man. What would he do when he saw Xia Qianxue? 

 

 

Xia Qianxue retracted her body and raised her head to take a sip of white wine. This woman was really 

ruthless to herself. Drinking wine with medicine.Feng Qing did not stop Xia Qianxue. She was the one 

who personally concocted the hangover medicine. She knew the composition very well. Even if Xia 

Qianxue took the medicine with strong white wine, she would not be poisoned. 

 

 

Bang! After she finished drinking, Xia Qianxue placed the glass on the table and stuffed a grape into her 

mouth. 

 

 

Xia Qianxue didn’t spit out the grape skin. “I should have listened to you long ago. Otherwise, I wouldn’t 

have been deceived by that scumbag Mo Yi until now. I only found out today that his real girlfriend is 

Guan Xinxin.” 

 

 

Feng Qing’s expression did not change at all when she heard that Mo Yi had cheated on her with Guan 

Xinxin. Actually, she had already seen through this matter at the press conference that day. She had 

been holding it in her heart and did not tell Xia Qianxue because she was afraid that she would be too 



sad if she found out. However, this matter could not be concealed. Sooner or later, Xia Qianxue would 

find out. It was just a matter of time. 

 

 

Xia Qianxue looked at Feng Qing and said, “Aren’t you surprised?” 

 

 

Feng Qing shrugged. “I could already tell on the day of the press conference.” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue took a deep breath and endured her heartache. “I went to the hospital to see the scumbag 

today and even specially made a pot of chicken soup for him to nourish his body. In the end, can you 

guess what I saw through the gap in the door before I went in?” 

 

 

Feng Qing raised her eyebrows. “Did you see the two of them doing something embarrassing in the 

ward?” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue was stunned for a moment before she applauded Feng Qing in admiration. “Qingqing, it’s a 

pity that you don’t want to be a screenwriter. Isn’t this plot too fierce to do such a thing in the hospital 

ward? Moreover, don’t you think that if this happened in front of me, the entire hospital would 

probably be covered in blood?” 

 

 

With that, she took out a box of green cigarettes from her bag and smoked. She held the green cigarette 

with two slender and fair fingers and blew out smoke rings with a charming face, looking like an oil 

painting. 

 



 

Xia Qianxue took two puffs of her cigarette and said, “I saw through the gap in the door that Guan Xinxin 

was sitting by the bed and feeding Mo Yi spoonful by spoonful of porridge. She was also gently telling 

Mo Yi to eat more. Although Guan Xinxin’s back was facing me, I could hear the sweetness in her voice 

towards Mo Yi since I’m a woman.” 

 

 

Feng Qing poured herself a glass of red wine and took a sip. “Maybe you’re thinking too much? The two 

of them are just good friends?” 

 

 

Upon hearing this, Xia Qianxue sneered. “Good friends? Do you think there’s any so-called pure 

friendship between men and women? Moreover, we’ve long been engaged. If they’re really just friends, 

Guan Xinxin should know how to avoid arousing suspicion. She can hire so many caregivers, but she has 

to sit by the bed and feed Mo Yi personally?” 

 

 

Feng Qing raised her head and finished the glass of wine. “I’ll find a sack later. Let’s go to the hospital 

and put Mo Yi in it, then beat him up. As long as he doesn’t die, we’ll beat him to death!” 

 

 

The corners of Xia Qianxue’s mouth curled up. She poured herself another glass of wine and said, “When 

I pushed the door open, I poured a bucket of chicken soup on Mo Yi’s face. I just don’t know what level 

of burn it was.” 

 

 

Feng Qing : “…” 

 

 


